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ABSTRACT:   
 

Data compression in Wireless sensor network is the process of representing the data in 

compact form. It includes the data encoding and decoding of it at sink for recovery by 

compact the data. An increasing the usages of WSN, the limitations which restrict the lifetime 

of network, energy efficiency, data accuracy, latency are also arising. It is observed that the 

utilization of energy in transmission is more than processing the data in WSN. So, many 

approaches are proposed to deal with the problem of power consumption, used while 

transmission. In this survey explain a various efficient data compression algorithm which apt 

to be used on available many commercial nodes of a wireless sensor network.  Data 

compression methods are used to minimize the number of bits to be transmitted by the 

transmission module will significantly minimize the energy requirement and maximize the life 

expectancy of the sensor node. 
 

Keywords: Data Compression Techniques, Wireless Sensor Network, Clustering, Energy 

Efficiency. 
 

[1] INTRODUCTION  

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been used for various applications including 

military investigation, office observing and ecological checking. Regularly WSNs have 

countless hubs with the capacity to impart among themselves furthermore to an outside sink or 

a base-station [1, 2]. The sensors could be scattered haphazardly in brutal situations, for 

example, a war zone or deterministically put at indicated areas.  

The sensors coordinate among themselves to shape a correspondence network, for 

example, a solitary multi-jump network or a various levelled association with a few bunches 

and group heads. The sensors occasionally sense the data, process it and transmit it to the base 

station. The recurrence of data reporting and the quantity of sensors which report data as a rule 

relies on upon the particular application.  

A comprehensive review on wireless sensor networks is displayed in [3]. Data social 

affair is characterized as the orderly accumulation of detected data from different sensors to be 

in the end transmitted to the base station for preparing. Since sensor hubs are energy compelled, 

it is wasteful for every one of the sensors to transmit the data straightforwardly to the base 

station. Data created from neighboring sensors is frequently repetitive and profoundly 
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connected. What's more, the measure of data produced in substantial sensor networks is 

generally gigantic for the base station to handle. Henceforth, we require techniques for joining 

data into superb data at the sensors or middle of the road hubs which can lessen the quantity of 

parcels transmitted to the base station bringing about protection of energy and transmission 

capacity. This can be refined by data conglomeration.  

Data aggregation is characterized as the procedure of amassing the data from numerous 

sensors to wipe out repetitive transmission and give melded data to the base station. Data 

aggregation generally includes the combination of data from different sensors at middle of the 

road hubs and transmission of the amassed data to the base station (sink). In whatever is left of 

the paper, we utilize the term data conglomeration to indicate the procedure of data social 

occasion with entirety. We likewise utilize the term sink to speak to the base station. Data 

aggregation endeavours to gather the most basic data from the sensors and make it accessible to 

the sink in a energy proficient way with least data dormancy.  

Data inactivity is essential in numerous applications, for example, environment 

observing where the freshness of data is likewise a critical variable. It is basic to create energy 

effective data collection calculations so that network lifetime is improved.  

There are a few variables which decide the energy efficiency of a sensor network, for 

example, network engineering, the data aggregation instrument and the basic steering 

convention. In this paper, portray the impact of these variables on the energy efficiency of the 

network with regards to data aggregation. We now show a formal meaning of energy 

efficiency.  

Energy Efficiency: The usefulness of the sensor network ought to be reached out to 

the extent that this would be possible. In a perfect data aggregation plan, every sensor ought to 

have consumed the same measure of energy in every data gathering round. A data aggregation 

plan is energy productive in the event that it amplifies the usefulness of the network. On the off 

chance that we accept that all sensors are similarly essential, we ought to minimize the energy 

utilization of every sensor. This thought is caught by the network lifetime which evaluates the 

energy productivity of the network. Network lifetime, data precision, and dormancy are a 

portion of the critical execution measures of data conglomeration calculations. The meanings of 

these measures are very reliant on the coveted application. We now introduce a formal meaning 

of these measures.  

Network lifetime: Network lifetime is characterized as the quantity of data 

conglomeration rounds till α% of sensors passes on where α is indicated by the network creator. 

Case in point, in applications where the time that all hubs work together is key, lifetime is 

characterized as the quantity of rounds until the main sensor is depleted of its vitality. The 

principle thought is to perform data collection such that there is uniform vitality seepage in the 

network. What's more, vitality effectiveness and network lifetime are synonymous in that 

enhancing vitality productivity upgrades the lifetime of the network  

Data accuracy: The definition of data accuracy depends on upon the particular 

application for which the sensor system is planned. Case in point, in an objective restriction 

issue, the evaluation of target area at the sink decides the data accuracy.  

Latency: Latency is defined as the deferral required in data transmission, steering and 

data aggregation. It can be measured as the time delay between the data parcels got at the sink 

and the data created at the source hubs. The configuration of effective data assortment 

calculations is a characteristically difficult errand. There has been serious exploration in the 

later past on data aggregation in WSNs. In this review paper, we display a broad diagram of a 

few data gathering calculations. We first present the fundamental usefulness of the particular 

calculation being portrayed and its unmistakable components 

 

[2] LITERATURE SURVEY 
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The survey of various data compression techniques is explained as below: Peng Jiang and 

Sheng Tibeto-Burman Li, has planned associate degree best order analysis kind and distributed 

set of principles is explained in spatial correlation and it's used for supporting a one-

dimensional signal. It provides the most signal noise quantitative relation (SNR) price. In [1] 

explained there are a unit countless data compression ideas that area unit gettable to compress 

set of data in numerous formats. This paper explains a survey of dissimilar basic lossless data 

compression rule. The investigational outcomes and collations of the lossless compression 

technique exploitation applied mathematics compression technique particle once 

decompression.  

In this case some data is lost once decompression. And lexicon based mostly compression 

technique were performed on text data. In [2] planned the improved adaptation Huffman data 

compression technique supported distributed supply compression (DSC) for inflated the quality 

in cryptography and decryption.  

Therefore this rule wasn't appropriate for wireless device node. It provides the low 

compression quantitative relation. In [3] planned a basic technique for data compression 

explained supported lexicon compression rule that is alleged to be Lempel Ziv Welch (S.LZW) 

for data storage resources of sensors node however it provides the less compression quantitative 

relation. In [4] planned a distributed and adaptation signal process proceed towards to reducing 

energy uptake i.e. (energy consumption) in device networks is predicated on orthogonal 

approach for computing power is restricted and its provides less energy saving ways [5]  

explained distributed compression during a dense micro-sensor network is explained supported 

3 algorithms like Time Division Multiple Access(TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple 

Access(FDMA), Code Division Multiple Access(CDMA) for decryption method and therefore 

the method of decryption is tough in it. It provides the parameter of achieved gain price. 

In [6] planned the quality of delayed product and autorevertive Yule–Walker Models as 

autocorrelation that explains by the quick Fourier rework rule. This rule wants most range of 

data for compression and to supply the results.  

The output price of the info compression has low automotive vehicle correlation. [7] 

Explained a brand new compression rule that uses referencing through two-byte numbers 

(indices) for the explanation for cryptography has been bestowed. The procedure of operating is 

economical in activity high compression ratios and quicker search through the text. In [8] 

planned a lossless data compression and decompression technique and its tools and 

instrumentality structure explained by Parallel lexicon Lempel Ziv Welch (PDLZW) technique. 

The ensuing structure shows that it's not solely to cut back the tools and instrumentality value 

considerably and it provides the low data reduction [9]. 

In [7] planned a framework for distributed compression exploitation joint supply and 

channel cryptography. This approach minimizes the number of inter-node communication for 

compression exploitation each a quintal supply and related to aspect data among every 

individual node. In [10] planned a distributed matched source-channel communication design 

and reconstruction technique from strident random projections. An identical approach is found 

in [13] that use a gossip communication theme. Though it's claimed to be universal, there's a 

trade-off between power-distortion-latency. Additionally, they are doing not contemplate the 

correlation of the info itself.  

Wagner [14, 11] planned design for distributed riffle analysis that removes the idea 

concerning the regularity of the grid. What is more, it's not clear a way to opt for associate 

degree best path for compression and therefore the spatial correlation isn't totally explored. Few 

different works in distributed audio and video compression in wireless device networks is found 

at [2, 3]. Different approaches [13] try and solve multiple goals like routing, aggregation, 

classification and storage, and energy levelling with compression. However, previous work 

doesn't contemplate the info compression drawback with any routing protocol in wireless 

device networks. The key distinction between our work and these previous studies is that we 

tend to focus data compression and on the preparation, e.g., network life of device networks 
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that identifies a shortest path within the network to transmit compressed data from the device 

nodes to the sink. 

 

[3] DATA COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES IN WIRELESS SENSOR 

NETWORK 

Data compression is often mentioned as set of principles, wherever principles are alleged to 

be cryptography and it described a data that satisfies a particular would like. Compression is 

that the conversion of data in such a format that needs few bits sometimes fashioned to store 

and transmits the data simply and expeditiously. 

 Compression is formed to cut back quantity of data and required to breed that data. And 

also the compression is finished either to cut back the amount of data just in case of text, fax 

and pictures or scale back data measure just in case of speech, audio and video. Figure shows 

the compression technique with the assistance of following figure 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 1. Diagrammatic representation of data compression 

 

A data compression is that it converts a string of characters in another illustration into a 

brand new string that have an equivalent data in tiny length the maximum amount as attainable. 

Data compression is also viewed because the study of data theory within which the most 

objective for the economical committal to writing and to attenuate the speed of transmission 

data measure. The most functions of this paper to shows the variability of varied lossless 

compression techniques and their comparative study.Some of the info compression techniques 

in wireless sensing element networks are: 

 

[3.1] TEXT BASED COMPRESSION 

Many compression algorithms square measure designed for text data that supports 

lossless compression. In lossless compression there's no loss of data and data transmitted is no 

heritable within the same type as that of the initial. One among the algorithms that support 

dictionary-based lossless compression is S-LZW (Sensor-Lempel Ziv-Welch).It is designed by 

taking under consideration the favoured compression algorithmic program Lempel-Ziv-Welch 

(LZW) algorithmic program. This algorithmic program constructs a wordbook for cryptography 

new string on the premise of antecedent encountered string dynamically [5].  

In Lempel-Ziv-Welch algorithmic program, compression of data is finished by finding 

the common substrings then fewer bits square measure wont to represent them. Uncompressed 

input stream gets splits into fixed-size blocks and so compressed one by one. For every new 

block, wordbook is employed is re-initialized with the assistance of some codes to represent 

normal list. For S-LZW 2 sets of up to 256 eight –bit symbols square measure maintained i.e. 

original American Standard Code for Data Interchange characters and set containing common 

strings. To ASC data the set fashioned somewhat is appended at the start of every encoded 

image and to trailing of string representing the eight-bit sequence a wordbook is maintained. 
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Mini cache wordbook is employed to store the recent strings with the most size of 2N entries 

wherever N&lt; [8]. 

To recognize that string is from main wordbook or mini-cache, a further bit is appended 

at the start of every image. For various optimum values for N, completely different data sets 

square measure created [6]. As S-LZW is most acceptable for sensor nodes, however it doesn't 

take under consideration advantage of sensor data characteristics i.e. spatial and temporal 

correlations existing in detected data. Sensor data is taken into account as repetitive over kind 

intervals in nature. Recognition to the utilization of high sampling rates designed to permit 

correct capture of explosive changes, the sensor data tends to be repetitive over consecutive 

samples. For these things it's optimized by victimisation Mini-cache (SLZW- MC).The most 

vital call to be taken under consideration whereas planning is that the size of mini-cache. S-

LZW and its variants square measure thought-about nearly as good compression algorithmic 

program for WSNs that helps in achieving very little or zero spatial and temporal data 

correlations [7]. 

[3.2] DATA AGGREGATION 

Data aggregation could be a method of aggregating the sensing element data 

victimization aggregation approaches. The final data aggregation algorithmic rule works as 

shown within the below figure. The algorithmic rule uses the sensing element data from the 

sensing element node and so aggregates the info by victimization some aggregation algorithms 

like centralized approach, LEACH(low energy adaptation clump hierarchy),TAG(Tiny 

Aggregation) etc. This collective data is transfer to the sink node by choosing the economical 

path.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2. General architecture of the data aggregation algorithm 

There are various types of aggregation techniques are present some of them are listed below. 

[3.2.1] TREE BASED DATA AGGREGATION SCHEME 

 
This approach builds associate aggregation tree. This tree could be a minimum 

spanning tree, sink node act as root node at the side of leaves are assumed as supply node. 

Sensor data collected from sensor 

node 

Data aggregation algorithms. 

E.g:LEACH,TAG,directed diffusion 

Aggregated data 

Sensor base station /PC interface 
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During this technique data is transfer from leaves node towards sink node and aggregation is 

performed through parent node. Ex. TAG (Tiny Aggregation) performs the data aggregation 

procedure by suggests that of queries method. 

 It provides facility for aggregation among distributed, low-power, wireless 

environments.  

The operating of TAG is split into 2 steps:  

A) Distributed phase: during this the collective queries are pushed down into the 

network. 

B) Assortment phase: During these collective values are frequently routed up from 

children’s to folks. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure3. Tree based data aggregation  

[3.2.2] CLUSTER BASED DATA AGGREGATION 

 
This method composed of data structure of nodes wherever device nodes area unit 

spitted into clusters with some specific nodes to act as a cluster head that area unit selected  to 

mix data and onward it to the sink. Ex. LEACH, HEED  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure4. Cluster based data aggregation 

[3.2.2.1]LOW ENERGY ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING 

HHIERARCHY(LEACH): 

 
It is initial protocol that relies on cluster. It runs into completely different rounds. Each 

spherical has two steps; beginning is cluster setup that created the cluster in self reconciling 

mode, what is more second step is steady part that used for data transfer. Through the setup 

part, all nodes can return to a call whether or not changing into a Cluster Head or not. Once 

CHs are elite, all of the opposite nodes can decide a singular CH and cling to the cluster 

supported the facility of varied received broadcast messages. Through the steady-state part, 
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cluster heads merge the data obtained from their cluster member and broadcast the combined 

data to bachelor's degree by single-hop communication 

 

 

 

[3.2.2.2] HYBRID ENERGY EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTED 

CLUSTERING(HEED) 

 

In HEED primary parameter is residual energy and secondary parameters area unit 

topology characteristics. It’s accustomed crack tie among candidate CHs, as a metric 

for cluster choice to accomplish load equilibrium. During this all nodes area unit 

contemplate as homogenised. Each one device nodes has identical initial energy. HEED 

could be a marked sweetening of LEACH on the kinds of cluster head choosing .In 

each spherical, HEED selects cluster heads based mostly the left over energy of every 

one node and a secondary parameter for instance nodes closeness to their neighbours or 

nodes degrees. HEED ensure simply one cluster head in barely an exact vary, as a result 

identical CHs distribution is accomplished over the network. HEED effectively enhance 

network lifetime and is suited to condition like wherever every node has completely 

different initial energy as Compare to LEACH. 

 

[3.2.3] CHAIN BASED DATA AGGREGATION 

Chain based mostly data aggregation is one among the class-conscious ways of aggregation 

that forms chain design. During this approach energy is equally distributed and every sensing 

element node will communicate with its neighbours and every gets communicate be the leader 

for transmittal data to the bottom station. Token passing approach is employed for selecting the 

leader. Once the token is received, that node sends the info to the node finally reaching the sink 

station. It greatly overcomes the drawbacks of LEACH by eliminating the overhead of dynamic 

cluster formation and minimizing the count of transmissions and receptions. Power-Efficient 

Gathering in sensing element data Networks (PEGASIS) is well-known protocol for chain 

based mostly routing.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure5. Chain based data aggregation 

[3.2.3.1 ]POWER EFFICIENT DATA GATHERING PROTOCOL FOR 

SENSOR DATA NETWORK (PEGASIS) 

 
In this data aggregation is finished by organizing the device nodes into a linear chain. a 

series is fashioned by adopting a greedy rule during which it's assumed that each one device 

nodes ought to have the worldwide data of the network. 
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[3.2.4]SECTOR BASED DATA AGGREGATION 

The Spatial Correlation-Aware tree (SCT) theme could be a sector-based data aggregation 

theme that considers a circular WSN centred at the sink and with radius R as shown in Figure 

half dozen. The network is split into ‘m’ concentrically rings with every ring has same breadth 

of Rm for with efficiency assembling and aggregating sensing data. More ring is split into 

sectors of same size in an exceedingly manner that every sector contains a similar range of 

sensing element nodes. AN aggregation node is chosen for every sector to gather and mixture 

the sensing data sent by alternative sensing element nodes within the sector. By connecting 

every aggregation node within the ith ring to its upstream aggregation node within the (i-1)th 

ring following the shortest path, AN aggregation tree is built and aggregate data is transmitted 

to the sink by aggregation node. 

 
Figure6. Sector based data aggregation 

[3.3] PREDICTIVE CODING 

Compressing data containing numerical values like pictures victimisation context-based 

approaches is kind of problematic and so prophetical cryptography may be applied for such 

data [11].In prophetical cryptography, future observations at the sink supported applied math 

model and up to date measurements square measure foretold by victimisation inherent temporal 

correlation between consecutive readings at a private sensing element [7].  

Prophetical cryptography will use constant quantity modelling or non-parametric modelling 

looking on the character of sensing element data. just in case of constant quantity modelling it's 

necessary to possess data of the applied math or numerical parameters, like mean, variance of 

sensing element data. Whereas for non-parametric modelling very little previous data regarding 

the sensing element data is needed and it uses regression to represent sensing element data.  

Most of the present prophetical cryptography schemes [12][13][14][15][16] use constant 

quantity modelling during which the prophetical model is generated for each sensing element 

node throughout the coaching part and also the parameters of model square measure passed to 

sink. Whenever new data arrives or the distinction between the model foretold worth and 

detected worth exceeds a threshold, then solely nodes transmit updates to the sink. By this 

fashion it provides communication-level compression reducing the amount of communications 

between supply nodes and sink. just in case of compression, there exists a robust correlation 

between pixels in neighbourhood. For this prophetical cryptography is extremely effective. The 

quality lossless compression JPEG-LS primarily based CALIC [17] uses the prophetical 

cryptography for its implementation. 
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[3.4] TRANSFORM BASED CODING 

Transform-based compression approaches supports lossy compression and are common for 

image and video signals. To remodel data into a group of constant of applicable basis functions 

(for example riffle function) is accustomed reconstruct the signal at the receiver. In several 

cases to recover Associate in nursing approximation of original information with low distortion, 

a reduced range of measure and non-zero coefficients are decent to use. Entropy secret writing 

is any applied to coefficients to cut back rate.  

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) (e.g. DCT is employed in JPEG) and discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT) (e.g. DWT is employed in JPEG2000) used wide in image and video 

compression applications. Transform-driven approaches [18][19] stress on the preparation of 

specific remodel. The routing and process methods are developed to permit computation of the 

remodel within the network.  

 

[3.4.1] KARHUNEN-LOEVE TRANSFORM (KTL) 

Discrete KLT (DKLT) is data compression theme supported KLT reduces the 

info to be transmitted over WSNs and might be employed in distributed manner [20]. 

Mistreatment DKLT needs the info of world correlation statistics. It’s non-

unidirectional i.e. data generally might travel far away from sink is taken into account 

to be pricy in terms of communication price. As for sensible WSNs applications a right 

away implementation of KLT isn't appropriate. And therefore to beat this downside a 

one-way tree-based KLT (T-KLT) has been projected [21]. During this technique the 

KLT is applied to the info collected at every node and its descendants. This fades or de-

correlates the info. Then the coefficients of the rework are encoded and forwarded to 

parent nodes. At parent nodes, the inverse KLT is applied to recover the first data.  

To implement T-KLT every node should understand the second-order statistics 

of its sub tree and therefore this incurs learning prices associated with these statistics. 

Because the distributed KLT approach works at sink node, it's not power constraint and 

therefore is potential in saving power consumption. Its used application that has data 

processing as a result of it needs low interval. 

 

[3.4.2] DISTRIBUTED WAVELET TRANSFORM-BASED LIFTING (DWT-

LIFTING) [22] [23]: 

 
These schemes assume that the space between a sensor node and neighbour are shorter 

than the space between the sensor node and therefore the sink node. 

 It’s vital to require this assumption under consideration as a result of to figure 

coefficients sensor nodes have to communicate with one another. However the communication 

between the sensor node and therefore the sink node is lower. 

 

[3.4.3] DISTRIBUTED WAVELET TRANSFORM-BASED HARR (DWT-

HARR) [28]: 

This theme is same because the DWT-lifting [22] [23]. In this, the degree of compression 

magnitude relation and power saving depends on the SNR exiting in network kind of like 

DWT-lifting. The sole distinction exists between DWT-lifting and DWT-Harr is that it provides 

higher performance than DWT-lifting. 
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[3.5] COMPRESSED SENSING 

 
In case of DSC previous data of the precise correlations in data should be identified, 

therefore it's an obstacle related to DSC. And therefore its performance depends on specific 

assumptions. Whereas just in case of compressed sensing based mostly compression techniques 

in WSNs don't have faith in any specific previous data or assumption on signals [24].  

Compressed sensing comes into existence as a result of the three inherent in efficiencies of 

rework coding: First, press high-dimensional signal suggests that process an outsized variety of 

samples n. Second, the encoder should cipher all rework coefficients. Finally the encryption 

should encode the indices of huge coefficients. Of these will increase the cryptography rate and 

therefore the indices modification with every signal. 

 

[4] COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 
Comparison between the various parameters which is involved in Wireless Sensor Network 

and various techniques used for data compression in Wireless sensor network is presented in 

the table1. 

 
Table1. Comparison between various data compression techniques in WSN 

Parameters Text Based 

Compression 

Data 

Aggregation 

Predictive  

Coding 

Transform 

Based Coding 

Compressed 

Sensing 

Energy 

Efficiency  

Low Very High Moderate High  High 

Network 

Lifetime 

Moderate High Moderate High Moderate 

Data 

Accuracy 

High Very High High Moderate High 

Latency Very High Low High Moderate Moderate 
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Figure7. Comparison between various data compression techniques in WSN 

 

[5] CONCLUSION 

Compression algorithms area unit developed for providing the advance in utilization of 

restricted resources of WSNs. As laid out in comparative study, all projected compression 

techniques area unit analyzed supported their characteristics and area unit found providing 

higher compression ratios and therefore energy savings. Aggregation is most simply applicable 

and deployable technique and there exists several variants for it. However found that it's unable 

to provide original sensing element knowledge at sink and therefore has restricted applications. 

The researchers keep it up introducing their improvisation during this field and check out to 

create them a lot of economical. Hence, a way more advancement is being expected in future 

within the field of information compression. 
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